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What's up? 
Was ghet? 
Que pasa? 
Qui de neuf? 

To get your digital copy 
1. email us your first and last name 

2. Venmo $5 to Neptune_Poetry, and get your PDF copy in 
your email 

3. download it after opening to save it to your computer

4. best viewing is on a large display, laptop/desktop


Venmo: Neptune_Poetry, $5

Instagram: Neptunepoetrymag

Email: neptunepoetrymag@gmail.com


Thank you  

Thank you 

Thank you 

Thank you 

Thank you 

Thank you 

Thank you 

Thank you 

Thank you 

Cover photography by Denzel JG
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Why “Neptune”? 

Neptune is the farthest planet from the Sun, if you’re not 
counting Pluto. It orbits our star every 164 years or so. In 
the West, it’s named for the Roman god of the sea, and 
the ancient Grecian god, Poseidon, and is represented by 
his legendary weapon, the Trident. The planet has a “dark 
blue spot” made of ravaging winds, much like Jupiter’s 
“big red spot”, but Neptune has the strongest wind 
speeds in our solar system, topping at around 580 miles 
per second. An English astronomer, John Couch Adams, 
and a French astronomer, Jean Joseph Le Verrier, 
independently calculated the presence of this planet 
around 1845. Then a German astronomer named Friedrich 
Georg Wilhelm von Struve liked the name “Neptune” for 
the planet (the name was already brought up), so he told 
some folks at the Saint Petersburg Royal Academy of 
Sciences in 1846, and soon after, it became the 
internationally accepted name (though I’m not sure if 
Struve had anything to do with the name sticking…but I 
like adding Saint Petersburg to that story.)


I chose the name Neptune from a German rap song, 
“Neptun” by OG Keemo. The rapper says, “Neptun, 
Neptun, Neptun, Neptun”. He says it like the planet itself 
was speaking, deep and steady. The beat is moody, 
hypnotic and reverberating like the Cheshire cat, and it 
has a good hook that you can rock your head to with the 
slightest dip of your chin. Listening to it, I envisioned a 
St.Pete of writers and artists, bending reality, opening new 
dimensions for writers and intellectuals. Maureen 
immediately liked the name. She said in astrology it had to 
do with artistic visions and mystery. I don’t put much 
stock in astrology, but I was flabbergasted when I realized 
how spot on this name was.  
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Volume 1 Issue 7 

About

Neptune is a monthly 


poetry and art magazine 

that features works 


from local artists. 


The views in this 

magazine come from 


individual artists and do not

 reflect the magazine itself. 


Ideas, statements, 

and beliefs are held 


responsible to the artist. 
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Local Poetry Events  

Community Poetry: Poetry gatherings every 
Sunday at Black in Crow Grand Central 3-5pm. 
Read original works, or by other authors, 
journaling, writing prompts and exercises. Free.


KSPL Virtual Poetry Hour, 3rd Wednesday of the 
month on TheStudio@620's Facebook Page, 
7pm. Hosted by Maureen McDole, Sara Ries, and 
Denzel JG, writing advice, process tips, sharing 
favorite poems from other authors, new works. 
Free.


KSPL Virtual Poetry Open Mic, last Wednesday 
of the month on TheStudio@620's Facebook 
Page, 7pm, $5. Pay on either's website. Sharing 
two original poems via Zoom, then more if time 
allows


Friends of Jack Kerouac Poetry Open Mic 
Every third Thursday of the month, 5-7pm, 
Flamingo Sports Bar 1230 9th Street North


Neptune Poetry Reading 

April 22nd at Tombolo Books, 6:30pm, free


“Getting there”, a poetry reading at 
TheStudio@620 with Denzel JG and Ian Lindsay, 
with musical accompaniment by Black Crow 
drummer/pianist, Chaunces. April 23rd at 7pm, 
$10, limited seating, must order a presale
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According to astrology42.com, “Neptune represents the 
unconscious urge to dissolve the boundaries of your ego-
centeredness (and) to 'lose yourself' in other realms of 
being. While Uranus breaks into our dimension to allow 
momentary flashes of insight into 
other realms of existence, Neptune is 
those other realms. Neptune 
dissolves life’s patterns to teach new 
meanings in the quest for universal 
wisdom and divine love. Neptune 
represents things that aren’t quite as 
they appear, the elusive, and the 
unreal. This planet rules receptivity, 
imagination, cloudiness, 
confusion, delusion, illusion, 
extrasensory perception 
and unreality. Neptune is 
also associated with 
movies, acting, and 
compassion. At its best, 
Neptune’s energy inspires 
marvelous art, music, 
dance, and poetry.”
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Again, I’m usually the one rolling their eyes at astrology, 
but now it seems almost a creepy coincidence I chose this 
name. Imagination, poetry, opening other realms of being
—that’s what this magazine is about. 




This is the culmination of all the poetry open mics,  
all the house gatherings,  
all the late nights at the Studio@620 washing dishes,  
cleaning wine glasses  
listening to the poets pour out liquor  
and trauma  
and laughter  
and sex and frothy life. 


I wanted a few pages 

where people could 

check out our poetry scene, 

so here it is. 


We all hope you like it.- DJG
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What Does Poetry Mean to You? Answers 
From Some of the Poets of Neptune: a 
National Poetry Month Special :)   

Maureen McDole 

“To me poetry is the in-between spaces, the secrets, the deep 
spots that we don’t think others see or feel, but once a good 
poem hits us, the light is turned on inside and we don’t feel so 
alone.”


Sara Ries Dziekonski  

“I write a lot of narrative poems. For me, it’s a way of making 
sense of the events of life, and in poetry form, the ordinary 
becomes extraordinary. I think that life is jam-packed with 

magical and rich moments, but if we don’t look closely enough, 
we miss them. I love poetry because it makes us become better 

observers of our lives so that when we look closely at the 
ordinary, we see the extraordinary.”


Michelle Lisan  

“I don't think in words.  Sometimes I don't know how I feel until I 
write it down.  Poetry helps me clarify, notice, and illuminate my 
thoughts.  Some of my writing is word vomit; I'm just getting it 
all out.  But I also love to work with structure.  A sonnet has a 
clear form: three quatrains and a final rhyming couplet all in a 
jaunty iambic pentameter. The lilting rhythm gives my frustrating 
life moments a silly and humorous feel.  Shitty Day Sonnets 
were born of me trying to change the angle at which I looked at 
my misfortunes.  Dwelling on the bad stuff puts me on a 
downward slide in which I eventually wonder why I bother doing 
anything and I metamorph into a couch-dwelling nothing-doer.  
So writing keeps me from the bowels of depression, helps me 
figure out my thoughts, and as an added bonus, has reminded 
me through my local community of poets that things I do are 
actually kind of cool.”  
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Stephanie Sarkissian 

“I am absolutely in love with poetry as an art form. The 
combination of language, musicality, and social commentary 

provides endless opportunities for self expression.


I consider myself a slam poet. The poetry is really about the 
rhythm, performance and crowd participation. Slam poetry turns 

the written word into a performance art.”


Brooks Peters 

“Poems are like mysteries that you can't put down. The good 
ones ensnare you, then leave you yearning for more. I started to 
write poetry in my 60s because I liked the form: the idea of 
cutting out the chaff and focusing on what's most essential. One 
can't help but be honest when writing a poem.”


Nadia Lee Owens 

“My favorite thing about poetry is how it could be anything. 
When I was in high school I thought poetry had strict rules that 
couldn’t be broken, but what I found out as I got older was the 

true flexibility of poetry. I have come across poetry that is written 
in programming code, in mathematical equations, poetry that is 

interactive and it is all so impressive and inspiring.

    

In a technical sense, I guess you could say that I mainly write 
prose poetry. I like to write the kind of poetry that explores my 

feelings on what happened in the past, what is happening 
around me now, and what I imagine will happen in the future. I 

once joked that poetry for me is just free, 

public therapy where I am also the therapist, 


and maybe that’s also how other poets view it.”
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Anthony Patterson  

Poetry allows people to be people even when it feels impossible 
to breathe. It makes me feel like it's not only okay to be afraid, 
hurt and insecure, but welcomed for a time and space. How we 
feel is validated on the page.

--- --- ---

I make bittersweet intuitive observations to heal. It's a balm 
when my anger and hurt feel like a bomb. I reference things that 
inspire and disgust me. I try to be honest but not brutal. I want 
to flirt with the reader and listener. Make them feel sexy. I like to 
play tricks and setup traps. People want navigation and I'm 
hacking Google Maps.


Alexandra Morgan  

Why I like Poetry


The plumbing of poetry

different pipes carrying


messages 

from recesses in the psyche


and once the valves open

on their own to say it


say what I could not say before


The kind of poetry I write


Comes slam dunk in the night

a laboratory of dreams with test tubes 


carry the potency of experiences not yet ready for logic.

And so they come


unexpectedly with no warning 

processing the unfiltered 


extracting and synthesizing 

making nonsense out of sense


by-passing my brain.
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Miesha Brundridge  

I like that poetry allows me to put my truths out and heal myself.   


I write poetry that inspires, brings awareness to anxiety, race,  
relationships, and love. 


Ian Lindsay 

What is Poetry?  

“Carl Sandburg said, ‘Poetry is asking the shadow to 
dance.’ That’s what I love about this  form. What the fuck 
does that even mean Carl Sandburg? What’s dope about 
poetry is exactly  that—not understanding at first glance. 
Poetry forces the reader to peel back layers of meaning;  

read the poem on loop like taking a seat at the museum for 
the time it often takes to truly engage  with the form. 

Understanding this practice is a slow thaw. When we focus 
on verse: we write in  the marginalia, count the meter, rack 

our minds for any-and-all references that unlock new  
interpretations behind the allusions. We find little emblems 
of mystery in vowels; a pat on the  back in consonants. In 
this form, language is the bank teller praying the gunman 

won’t shoot, the  man behind the .45 with a sack full of 
hundreds, the nerves of the driver in the getaway car, and  

of course, the prayer itself. Words as impetus behind 
gangsters lining up in college admission  offices and that’s 

word to J.Cole and every lesson plan I’ve ever written. 
These stanzas can heal  and torment; seduce and 

immolate. The blank paper is everything that hurts about 
the human  condition. The filled paper is everything that 

went right. On the page, we find how to make our  pain feel 
pretty, our ideas turn to hip-hop, our way of organizing this 

fucked-up Tetris game in  ways that make sense, 
congruously. What the fuck does that even 


mean Ian Lindsay?”
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Denzel JG 

“I didn't like poetry for yeeearsss. It was too much for me. Too 
many emotions, too obscure, too powerful and raw. I didn't 
know what to do with it. And I think all those negative views of 
it--very common views I might add--help give me scope. Gives 
me a rounded view of poetry and how it's perceived, what hits, 
what slaps, what doesn't, what sounds corny or tired (winces). 


Why do I like it today? Because I see it's use now. I remember 
how poetry got me through trauma, how I never would've 
survived without it. I recognized the power of having no skill but 
putting words to paper in a last ditched attempt to create 
something meaningful from the obscurity of life. And I think 
poetry does that for people. And when you get good at it, you 
realize you have a superpower, and I've always wanted to be 
one of the "X-Men" (laughs). 


What's my poetry sound like? Crazy. You'll never know what I'll 
write about next...and I wanna keep it that way. I might write a 
poem about whale vocalizations and how different pods have 
different songs and how they change through time, a poem 
about cheese pizza, the sounds of sex, leaving religion, a poem 
detailing the smells in a public bathroom, social commentary, 
something that feels journalistic, or some wild tale about giants 
that live in my neighborhood. I'm really fascinated by life. I 
wanna know it all and share what I find.”  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Denzel Johnson-Green 
Denzel Johnson-Green is 25 years old and was raised in Eagle River, Alaska, 
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, Evanston, Illinois, and Travis Air Force 
Base in California. He studied biology at the University of South Florida at Saint 
Petersburg in 2013, dropped out, and started teaching himself photography and 
writing poetry at the Studio@620 through Keep St Pete Lit's Poetry Open Mic in 
2017.

Not missing a single open mic, Denzel has since then co-directed several shows 
of poetry at the Studio@620. He’s been featured in multiple performances at 
Florida Craft Art, The Studio@620, First Night in Straub Park, and the 2019 
Exquisite Corpse Games. His poems have been featured in Creative 
Pinellas' “ArtCoast Journal” and “The Fantastic Other”.

Once a week, Denzel hosts a poetry gathering/workshop called Community 
Poetry at Black Crow Coffee. He also co-hosts Keep St. Pete Lit’s “Virtual 
Poetry Hour”, and periodically hosts poetry open mics for the Friends of the 

Jack Kerouac 
House. During 
the 2020 
pandemic, 
Denzel started 
Neptune, a 
poetry and art 
magazine 
featuring artists 
living in 
St.Pete.

Mr. Green finds 
a particular 
fascination in 
science, silly 
poems, and 
social 
commentary. 
Some of his 
favorite poets 
are Shel 
Silverstein, 
Ogden Nash, 
Elizabeth 
Bishop, Danez 
Smith, ancient 
Grecian poets,. 
He spends his 

time listening to lo-fi hip hop in his arm-chair, watching tv with his neighbors, 
listening to NPR, and watching nature documentaries with his chameleon. Photo 
by Bonita Buzzkill 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Maureen 
McDole 
 

Maureen McDole 
was born in St. 
Petersburg, Florida. 
She is a direct 
descendant of 
carnies, carpenters 
and fishermen. This 
do-it-yourself ethos 
in her DNA infuses 
every area of her 
life. As far back as 
she can remember 
she loved to write. 
Her first book of 
poems, “Exploring 
My Options,” came 
out in 2006, and 
second poetry 
book, “Longing for 
the Deep End,” 
was released in 

December 2011. 
Maureen is working on her third collection of poems, which will be released in 
early 2021. She has a BA in English Literature from USF-St. Petersburg and a 
certificate in Arts & Culture Strategy from University of Pennsylvania. Her poetry 
has been set in a variety of different ways including: film, dance, spoken word, 
art installations, Sprechstimme, and traditional vocal works. McDole is an 
Associate Editor of Creative Pinellas Magazine. She is the recipient of St. 
Petersburg Art Alliance’s 2016 MUSE Award for Literary Arts. She is also the 
President of Friends of the Mirror Lake Library. Maureen has been leading 
workshops and speaking about creativity for over 15 years. She founded the 
literary arts organization Keep St. Pete Lit, because she believes wholeheartedly 
in the power of literature to change the world. Photo by Tim Arruda  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Alexandra 
Morgan 




Alexandra Morgan has been the featured poet at Omega Institute, Beacon’s 
Howland Center, The Colony in Woodstock, and the Shahinian Gallery in 
Poughkeepsie. She has participated as a reader in The Woodstock Poetry 
Festival,  Woodstock Story Slams, TMI and many group Hudson Valley readings. 
She now resides in sunny St Petersburg where she has found her home. 
Alexandra is in the process of publishing her collection of stories and poems, 
“Daddio”, about growing up in LA with a gay fashion designer father.

Photo by Denzel Johnson-Green, 2020  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Matt 
Walker 
Matt Walker is a multi-talented artist/musician/performer originally 
from St. Pete. He helps run Indy Dog Creative Group and is a new 
member of the art space “The Venus.” Walker is on Instagram, Twitter, 
and Patreon as “mattwindwalker” Photo by Katherine Leon 
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  Sara Ries 
Dziekonski 

Sara Ries, a Buffalo native, teaches creative writing classes for Keep St. Pete 
Lit and lives with her husband, son, and cat. Her first book, Come In, We're 
Open, which she wrote about growing up in her parents’ diner, won the Stevens 
Poetry Manuscript Competition and was published in June 2010 by the NFSPS 
Press. She also has two chapbooks, Snow Angels on the Living Room Floor, 
published in 2018 by Finishing Line Press, and Marrying Maracuyá, which won 
the Cathy Smith Bowers Chapbook Competition and will be released in the 
spring by Main Street Rag.  She holds an MFA in poetry from Chatham 
University. You can visit her website at www.sararies.com 

Photo by Denzel JG, 2020 
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Anthony 
Patterson  

“Age: Tupac, Tony 
Hawk, and 

Dragon Ball Z


Accolades: Black Man 
still breathing. 


Co-Founder of 
Melanation: As You Art, 
a BIPOC artist 
cohesion in St. Pete.


Masquerades: R&B 
singer, sports 

commentator, and 
random fact 

MVP”


Photo by Jennifer 
Garrett  
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Ian   
Lindsay 
 

Ian Lindsay has been teaching writing, in its various 
forms, within the community for five years and believes 
everything else about him can be set aflame. He urges 
others to read independent journalism, think critically, and 
listen. (Traits he works on himself). Three totems he holds 
most dear are affordable whiskey, habanero peppers, and 
his dog, Akira. His prose and verse can be read in the 
Eckerd Review, RavensPerch, Fleas on the Dog & more. 

Photo Courtesy of Ian Lindsay
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Brooks 
Peters  

Brooks Peters is 
a writer and editor 
whose work has 
appeared in 
numerous 
magazines,

including Vanity 
Fair, OUT, the 
Village Voice, 
Opera News and 
Architectural 
Digest. Since

moving to St. 
Pete, Brooks has 
pursued 
photography and 
poetry. His poem 
“Chrysalis” won 
the Judge’s prize in Creative Loafing’s writing contest in 
2016. Earlier this year, his essay on James Baldwin’s novel 
“Giovanni’s Room” appeared in Creative Pinellas’s Arts 
Coast Journal.


Photo Courtesy of Brooks Peters 
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Miesha 
Brundridge  

Miesha Brundridge is the Studio@620 Poetry Curator, author of "A Beautiful 
Disaster"(found on Amazon). Miesha is 33 years old and has been writing since 
middle school in the 90s, and was raised in Lakeland, FL, a very conservative 
town. She was in the army for 6 years then later went into Juvenile probation 
work then finally into teaching. “Working in a middle school brings memories of 
all the middle school experiences I’ve went through that the students are 
currently going through; it reminded me of how I began writing in the first place.” 
Miesha wrote to express conversations she couldn’t have with certain people in 
her life. Her poetry has become a type of mediation and a tool for peace in her 
circumstances. Her poetry discusses thoughts about love, time, family, 
community and world issues. Miesha has published poems such as, “Being a 
Butterfly,” in the International Poetry Society in 2003, and she was Keep St. Pete 
Lit’s featured poet in January 2019.  Miesha takes part in open mics across 
Pinellas County and has published her first poetry memoir, A Beautiful Disaster, 
in 2018. Miesha holds a Bachelor’s and a Master’s Degree in Criminal Justice 
with a Crime Scene Technology certification, and is currently finishing her 
second Master’s Degree in Forensic Psychology. She plans to publish her 
second collection Embers & Scars on Amazon in the near future. 

Photo by Ev
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Stephanie 
Sarkissian 
Stephanie Sarkissian, better known simply as "Steph" is an author and slam 
poet based in St. Petersburg, FL. She has been writing and performing poetry 
since 2016. Her debut publication, A Trip Around the Sun, is a fusion of poetry 
and photography. The book gives a "day in the life" glimpse into the ups and 
downs of a relationship over the course of a year, culminating in the healing 
process after a break-up. Steph connects with her audience using powerful 
imagery, musical rhyme schemes, and humorous spins on painful moments with 
one ultimate goal - healing.

Steph is an active member of St. Pete's spoken word community. When she 
isn't writing, you can find her performing live alongside the city's premiere poets 
at the Studio@620 and other local venues.

Photo by Denzel JG 
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Nadia Lee Owens

Nadia Lee Owens is an emerging writer and a 
University of South Florida alumni. She currently lives 
in the Tampa Bay Area where she works as a 
software tester. When Nadia is not writing, she is 
reading or playing video games. 


Twitter: https://twitter.com/nleeowens 

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/nleeowens/   
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Michelle Lisan 
Michelle Lisan was an avid writer until her junior high literary magazine almost 
burnt down a portable classroom.  Decades of "practical" pursuits later, she is 
writing again no matter how many portable classrooms are endangered. 

One time after reading her poems at the "Raise the Vibration" afterparty for The 
Vagina Monologues, someone handed her a $7 tip.  Since being paid for her 
work that one time, she considers herself a professional writer. 

Like many other professional writers, she works in a bar. 


Among other things, she writes #ShittyDaySonnets.  Her modernization of the 
form is witty, lyrical, and full of utterly human moments. She lives in St. Pete with 
her two children part time and two cats full time. Photo by Denzel JG 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Alexandra Morgan  

Indigo Run 

The sun is not 

a substitute for warmth.

Warmth of the human kind.

The sun cannot reach the center

the place where my heart throbs and pulses.


Indigo Run

where I go down

into the dark blue

sometimes black.

And that’s where I find you.

Blinds drawn

A  nocturnal being 

who flourishes in the night

quiet and still

to hear the rain and wind


Leaving the sun behind

My arms reach into the dark

to find yours …..long and strong.

And we pull each other 

together,

torsos, legs, chests and mouths.

The stars are inside of us

not on the ceiling of the night.


Stirring the warmth between our eyes

between our chests 

hearts firing

fluids streaming.

Sex peaks at Indigo Blue.


What do they call all of this?

I think the name is Indigo Skies.


Indigo Run - a dry stream bed.

An excavation site.

Indigo Run is how I get there.
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Alexandra Morgan 

Gracious 

Anita means grace and favored


Gracious and graceful that’s what she is


Have you ever walked through 

the tiny town of Rosendale with her?

Everyone we encounter knows her.

She stops to engage in conversation with each unique one.


She is a rock star in that 

the rocks and caves along the rail trail love her 

she loves them

it is her stomping ground

to the woods leading to The Women’s Studio Workshop,

her legacy of over 40 years.


Have you ever walked the rail trail with her?

Dogs, people, trees all know her.

She points out plants, flowers, mushrooms and birds

Ones I would not have noticed 

or known the secret places of

The tulip poplars on the bridge 

their lovely stages of blossoming 

soft pink in the spring


The raven’s nest on a high crag of Joppenbergh Mountain. The 
fledgling taking its first flight right before our eyes.

The mysteries of swamp life that she abided by for all these 
years.

The exclusively known hiding places of morels after a rain

which she did not point out due to local chef’s high security 
secret.


Have you ever gone to the Rosendale movie theater with Anita?
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Before and after the film

the buzz

of friends and acquaintances

all around her

shows you that you are just one of her fans.

Though she he is a humble celebrity

strictly of the heart and of the arts.


Her art is mostly a mystery to me

I had a private showing once.

The attic room 

piles of her beloved hand made papers

archaic nature and abstract markings, 

collages reiterating the gentleness of her quiet soul.


Have you ever felt that you were her special friend?

When I am with her I feel that I am.

A gemini in true form,

she has a way of making everyone feel they are

the most important person in the world to her. 

And you are. And so am I.


On her first round with cancer she was cheerful and chipper,

little sips of laughter still floating in the air.

Not in a Polly Anna way. No way.  She just doesn’t complain.

It’s an element of her personality

and perhaps her buddha nature .


As her frame diminishes 

she stays with her weakness 

not hating it.


While still living in Rosendale

I had the privilege of cooking a meal for her on Mondays,

the top of the week.

Hoping to find simple tastes 

to over ride the chemo’s revulsion to food. 

Hoping to strengthen her in the early week cycle.
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When we walked, she cheered me up,

inspired and encouraged me with my vision to make tiles.


Now I’m far away in St Pete, Florida,

We visit every Wednesday morning on Skype. 

Like Tuesdays with Morrie.

Only its Wednesdays

and not in person.


Often just before 7:30 am I roll out of bed 

We magically appear on each others screens. 

My hair is tussled, knotted, frizzed.

Her snow white hair wispily styled.

We have sleep in our eyes and on our faces. 

Generally, I‘m still in my pajamas

She in her early morning attire

having already drank her coffee.


We say “ It’s a miracle!”

She giggles and waves! 

I wave back and then we clap 

for technology with its  wonder and mysterious ways.


Even this week, 

after another surgery,

after they told her the cancer is back,

after they put a tube coming out of her belly, 

she smiles and waves at m.e 

She laughs peels of her light Anita laugh

tipping her head back

chin up.


For over an hour she is attentive and interested.

She inquires about my tiles 

asking for photos

and details

while I cry 
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about her maybe not being here next Wednesday.

So selfish of me

but i can’t help the swell of sorrow that is rising.

She comforts me


Anita’s unassumingly shy 

about showing me her current drawings when I ask.

Demure and self depreciating about her writing.

Right now

she can’t do either.

She needs to rest, 

take short walks in nature,

receive love crazed friends.


We talk politics, postcard writing to get out the vote,

we talk art, feelings, writing, our families, travel, clothes, politics, 
seasonal weather, food she can eat,

yoga, the state of Shambhala Centers, Buddhist classes and 
walking.


We talk the process of dying.


She tells me she is in hospice now at home.

In her adorable little wooden house on a hill 

on the edge of the village,

painted the softest whispers of pastels

as subtle as she is.

She is in love with her house 

enveloping her for 4 decades.


She says “I could have two years left

who knows they don’t know.

But I don’t want anymore treatments

and it feels good to just let things do 

what they are going to do inside my body.

It’s a relief some how I can’t explain it really.

If I get better I’ll come out of hospice.”
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Her calm benevolence 

seeps through the screen.

Her smile and pale gray eyes.

Her hair now long again.


“You can’t die on me Anita!”  I tell her.

She kindly assures me it will take a while.

I tell her I can’t imagine what it will be like to not have her

to talk on Wednesday mornings.

Not see her sweet elegant face and hear her voice

Not talk about her visit to St Pete after Covid and mine to NY. 


Anita means grace and favored

Gracious means pleasantly kind, benevolent, and courteous.

Graceful means characterized by elegance or beauty of form, 
manner, movement or speech. 

Full of grace.

Grace means the influence or spirit of God operating in humans 
to regenerate or strengthen them or others.


Gracious and graceful and all of these is what she is.  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Michelle Lisan 

It’s not that I consider me a pro

But come these certain nights, it’s evident

Those not typically at bars will show

And towards their liver health make a small dent


It’s not that I begrudge a night of fun 

But amateurs do not know how to act

They run wild, tip less, make a giant mess

(more vomit to clean up and that’s a fact) 


St. Patty’s, Superbowl, and New Year’s Eve

Cinco de Mayo, Independence Day

You could give servers, bar staff a reprieve

And drink all stupid in the place you stay. 


And if you must go out and be a shit

You’d better leave a giant honking tip. 
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Michelle Lisan 

The navy and light blue vans sneakers I bought because I 
needed comfortable closed-toed shoes for my physically 
demanding bar job dangled out of an airborne plane. 


I’m used to looking down and seeing these shoes.  I feel cute 
and capable.  We could shoot a vans commercial at work; I fit 
in. 


The air was cool in a way that did not chill me.  The tandem 
instructor told me he would say, “Ready, spaghetti,” which I 
thought sounded stupid. 


I guess this is what’s happening. 


There’s no frame of reference for this experience.  Seeing the 
ground with so very much air above it, knowing I would pass 
through it. 


I would fall. 


No thoughts that had words attached to them were apparent. 


It was clear and crisp inside my head. 


My shoes were familiar.  The rest was all new.   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Stephanie Sarkissian 

Did It Again 

Damn... I did it again 
Let my heart get in front of my head 
I’ve got the comorbidities of a poet 
I show it and I know it. 

Rose colored glasses and heart on sleeve 
A willingness to believe 
In the power of a love so deep 
Despite all of the reasons to flee. 

Damn...I did it again 
I made you breakfast in bed 
“I think I love you” I said 
But it was all in my head. 

Imagined - staged like a pageant 
See something about your compassion in magic 
And I have to have it 
But I don’t even know you - it’s madness. 

Damn...I did it again 
Falling in love with the quickness 
I just wanted to kick it 
But then you responded with crickets. 

Damn...I did it again 
Let my heart get in front of my head 
So ready to love but instead 
I’m left with the usual heartbreak to mend. 
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Stephanie Sarkissian 

I Had Forgotten 

Feeling downtrodden and fallen was common 
The lies that I’d swallowed were rotten 
But I find myself caught in the softest cotton 
And reminded of truths I’d forgotten. 

I used to see a wave and brace so tensely 
Descend into a frenzy, knowing that the force was deadly 
But here, the water’s warm and friendly 
And the waves they sway me gently. 

Simple math had been replaced by such complexity 
That I couldn’t find solutions even when I scribbled desperately 
But your molecules have shown propensity 
To bind with mine - It’s simple chemistry. 

Fingertips instinctively trace the landscape 
Kissed by the sun of an unknown place 
Telling tales of harrowing narrow escapes 
And your hands make haste, looking for scars to erase. 

I feel...safe 
And so we succumb to this embrace 
You don’t chase - wait for me to set the pace 
Silently stating the case to rest your hands on my waist. 

And as the rain starts to pour 
I can’t help but feel like we’ve been here before 
When I saw you I swore 
That gaze was familiar; now I cannot ignore 

The way you wrap me up and sway behind me 
Like the waves that playfully remind me 
That when God designed me 
She included instructions that said “handle kindly.” 
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Miesha Brundridge 

Dear reader, 
This poem is featured in the “You Good,” exhibit at the 
Warehouse Art district building. In an effort to support 
mental health- I wrote some quotes and a poem:   

You got to love yourself deeply because nobody else will.  it’s 
the only way you will be able to pick yourself up when this world 
treats you like shit and you know you are a good person.  Check 
in on yourself! I do mornings and night. Sometimes in the middle 
of the day. I wrote this poem because it’s a daily ritual of mines. I 
want to share it to you: 
  
 

Talk to Me:

You look at me

I see you

If I could tell you

Myself

Even you

What I know now

I would kick anxiety in the balls

Tell myself

not to be so into my head

I would’ve reached out before

I drowned myself-

 

Learn to breathe!

it’s inevitable.

The strong save themselves from a community strength.

Reaching out to others.

Saves them

Only the silly think they can conquer

Without people.

You got who?

Who you got?

Hey self,

Do you get you?

are you here now?

Where did you go?
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I sit near you—

I see through you

But I don’t got you

Like you got you.

 

 


Water 

I look down at the water,

Still and whole,

Should I drop in?

And let the water wash a-way me?

Wash away the anxiety,

How I feel,

The water takes me whole,

Makes me a part of the earth

When I am under it,

It’s something soothing about water──

Wonder what it could be?

The water whispers─

Dive in,

Let me surround you,

Then I dive in,

Close my eyes.

Flashback:

The day I thought I would loose her,

We were 11 years old when she drowned,

My life froze like water does,

I imagined a life without her,

How strange life would be without my twin,

But then she came back up,

In that moment,

Water and her lesson to me──

No matter how much life drowns me,

Drowns you, drowns us,

That to remember to always breath,

And come up.

Water-breath-Anxiety-breath-water-come-up.

SURVIVE…
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Miesha Brundridge 

Quotes of mine for daily balance 

Hardships create humble souls. 

Write to heal.  
Journal to save it.  
Read aloud for witnesses.  
Exist past the shit. 

The things you keep harboring inside—damages your spirit—it 
has hurt you-emotionally and mentally—and it will make you 
exhausted. Let it Go. 
Spring is coming. 
  
The truth can be hard to swallow but it’ll clear up all the guess 
work! 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Brooks Peters 


PILGRIMAGE 

first appeared in Odet Journal in Safety Harbor, Fl
(In Quest of Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings)


It wasn’t easy to find you.

All those twisty back roads 

through mosquito-ridden scrub,

starting out from that sleepy town, 

Micanopy, its Main Street 

as quaint as a diorama. 


From your home in Cross Creek,

where I lingered longer than I planned,

pondering the immense solitude,

another half-dozen or so miles,

winding through thick woods, 

and across a railroad track.

 

I found the burial ground just in time,

before the sun had sunk behind the trees. 

Although I’m sure you’d 

have forgiven me if I’d driven straight past. 

There’s not much there to see. 

Just a series of flat stones, and some listing 

monuments that resemble unfinished statues. 


It’s called Antioch — the cemetery —

an ancient name which seems fitting — 

out there in Island Grove.

I sought you out among the grander tombs,

expecting a landmark worthy of your fame. 


But then rounding a fallen headstone, 

I stepped into the open and caught sight of

a family of deer seated atop a grave!
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I knew at once it had to be yours.

I read your name, and the dates etched in stone,

surprised to find you’d died so young,

only fifty-seven.


As still as they were silent, 

the clay sentries kept vigil,

waiting, I almost heard you say, for

the sequel you never wrote. 


Who put them there? I wondered.

The trio looked frozen in time, yet freshly laid. 

Perhaps some diehard fan, 

my antecedent, had placed the creatures there 

as a tribute, a literary relic.


Too cute, you’d say. Kitsch. 

As tacky as a garden gnome. 

Not the right size either, 

especially the fawn. 

But yearlings grow quickly 

as you memorably revealed. 

Some die too early

by a young man’s hand,

leaving a lasting mark. 
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Nadia Lee Owens 

What is Lovecraftian? 

Is it hate?

   That burning, all-consuming kind whenever he came across 
anyone who dared to deviate from him, and contorted their 
faces into monstrous invaders he labelled them as.


Is it fear?

   Of the unknown that lurked in the shadows that kept him 
locked inside, anxiously peeping through the blinders.


Is it greed?

   For money, for lust, for forbidden knowledge that is so 
incomprehensible it left his brain leaking out of his ears.


Is it helplessness?

   As he felt as if he were drowning in an unknowable liquid too 
thick to swim in with no one around to even toss out a life saver.


Or is it awe?

   When he was faced with the vast universe in all of it’s cosmic 
beauty, and at that moment he suddenly understood …

   how small and insignificant he truly was.
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Nadia Lee Owens 

You Became A Monster

The moment I turned thirteen
horns sprouted from my head,
little red points peeked out of my dark curls.
Small at first, but growing by the day
into tall proud spires
like a goat’s, like a devil’s.
My skin became dyed with red,
teeth sharpened too big for my mouth.
No one was safe 
as I went stomping around
destroying anything and everything
with my newfound claws.
How my mother wept
as she watched me turn
into something she couldn’t recognize
couldn’t control;
nobody could
not even me.
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Matt Walker 


“Virginia Skyline” 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Matt Walker  

“Gone Love”  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Matt Walker 

Suck it Up 

Buttercup, you live in my world and this world of mine

tingles with pain. You think leniency is an offer,

well, it’s taken. I earn my comfort.

 
(One turns to find the posse gone, the mob dispersed)


Double down, snowflake. Someone’s depressed? Well

too bad- depression is associative. Can’t be sad if

you’re always moving but boy, my hands hurt.


(They’re back to help. They want to help you feel better) 
 
I’ve always been circling the drain. How’s this any 

different. You’re faith in humans is down? Try never 

having faith in the world. You’re dehydrated. You’re tired. 

I’m melting. I’ve been melting. Melt with me buttercup.

 
(Everyone baby cries)
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Matt Walker 

Damned, Only if You Do 

Another email. Another project. Another painting. Another sigh.

Another walk home. Another distance. Another car drives by.

Another door creak. Another dark house. Another unearned sigh.

Another cold meal. Another tip-toe. Another unheard “why.”

A cover artist. Don’t bother me none. Another deep deep sigh.

Another check bounce. Another twelve bucks always charged to my

account for service. What is this service. Another sleepless night.
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Anthony Patterson 

Rated-R, Maybe PG-13

 

We're not your perfect fucks.

We're ubiquitous time bombs with 82 wires behind previously-
bulletproof glass.

Complicated.

Hearts simultaneously on sleeves and tucked. 

Shady characters sun burnt from years of getting scorched by 
lies, 10 fake good guys, 100 sided dies and years of our files 
being corrupt. 

 

We aren't machines. 

We're disfigured disgruntled dilapidated rogue human beings.

We are not machines. 

We are dilapidated disfigured disgruntled rogue human beings.

We aren't machines. 

We're disgruntled disfigured dilapidated rogue human beings.

 

Walking with a trail of chains, sludge, nuclear waste and tattered 
puppet strings.

Respectfully, fuck Geppetto with a knock off stiletto.

We're deep in the game and you thought we were NPC's. 

Our lines aren't scripted. 

Dah-Fus-Ro.

No one else could ever act our lines. 

No one else could ever speak our mimes. 

And we're already damned to seek our minds.

Why, do you constantly try to mine the depths of our souls?

Silly trolls.

Young kids stopped playing bridge eons ago. 

We're playing Uno with Iago.

Stacking numbers like cocaine ships getting past the embargo.

We're sending junk mail to the Oompa Loompa at Mar-A-Lago.

 

Oh.

And Grandpa Joe, you're an absolute bitch.
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You rose like Undertaker from the grave to try and get rich.

Relax, this isn't about your precious presidents.

This is about uncanny dystopian prescience.

This about having pride in your residence without the 
xenophobic backflips.

Nothing sweet or dandy, racism doesn't taste like candy.

I assure you, it tastes like blood.

I'm not a vampire but I've been punched before.

I'll take this chance to make my feelings clear about gore. 

Sometimes, it makes me sick.

Sometimes the sick part of me wants more.

Indoctrinated.

Like thinking it was ever a good idea to watch porn. 

Manufactured intimacy and human trafficking are still things to 
mourn.

Like my desire to cut my hair every time I'm going through a 
crisis or even if I think that someone, somewhere, just might not 
like it.

Stupid. 

Like calling political terrorists "party members" as if we had 
something to celebrate.

Comical.

Like having an Independence Day 100 years before freeing 
slaves.

*hard side eye*

 

Back to games.

If this was an RPG, this is what the base stats of politicians 
would be:

Strength 2

Dexterity 17

Intelligence 3

And

1,000,000 HP

 

For the most part their existence is a blight; wretched and foul.

Shout their name and most humans would scowl.
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This was intended to be uplifting.

I think it is. 

But I've said two too many f-words. 

Sorry about that kids.
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Anthony Patterson  

On Hotlanta & Hatred

 

How'd we get here? 

In bed with hate.

I'm not special but I grew up with real ones. 

We hooped, talked on the phone til it was late and didn't know 
wrestling was fake. 

We did every move on each other and I thank God none of our 
noses broke from the crippler crossface. 

None of us were out for blood.

They had accents, heritage, religions, cultures, foods and my 
dudes

had names like Salibad and Pusung.

Not bullshit tropes like

… … …

Names I won't repeat.

 

My brother's let me be a star in the middle of a Rising Sun until I 
saw the atrocities the Japanese military had done. 

This is for Ates and Kuyas in Manila; walang aluman kaibigan 
ko.

 

This is a ballad but I'll give up on the flow. 

They say the secret to a message being received isn't the 
content. 

It's saying the truth slow.

 

So please listen.

 I've grown up with more sitting squats, love, and lo mien than I 
could remember to mention. 

When I was 11. We moved to Sunset Beach.

 I played basketball almost every day. I learned ping pong from 
the masters. 

There were always waves here and no natural disasters. 

Languages I didn't understand, good competition and laughter. 
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No fear filled my bones as I walked. 

No one to say I wasn't black enough or yell NIGGER when I 
talked.

Or so I thought. 

It still enrages me to think about this, almost 20 years after.

But racism doesn't die, it just hides and writes new chapters.

Mocks you for being hurt then stabs you again with laughter.

For more on that incident refer to Life in Traffic: Pedestrians. 

 

And I won't pretend like I've never had Korean beef or that I 
never made fun of my friend Dong Wang in the 8th grade.

I'm not proud that I still think it's a little funny that we got him to 
say things like "Suck my egg roll."

I don't have perfect attendance in anti-discrimination class.

I've deserved detention several times and wouldn't object if I 
had been expelled for my past. 

My pension for crude jokes doesn't have qualified immunity.

I haven't always tried to be a saint in my community. 

I was filled with a lot of jokes and little grace.

I would never...allow anyone to say, I killed people because I had 
a bad day.

 

I don't know how to finish this poem because it seems like I will 
never be finished with white supremacy. 

Because it's not finished with me. 

When I was born it gave me a dishonorable PhD with an ivory 
letter. 

It aimed arrows around my existence to give it's sycophants 
direction on who is supposed to be better. 

Admittedly, these heinous devices are quite clever. 

So even years later, when things go wrong, entire communities 
are ready to pull the Anti-Blackness lever. 

In simple terms, I agree.

Stop Asian Hate.

In more complex terms, there is still so much we need to 
dismantle and deliberate.
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Sara Ries Dziekonski

Selling My Childhood Home   
  
I yank open the cardboard flaps of yet another box  
lugged up from the basement, pour a glass of Clean Slate Riesling,  
chosen by Thaddeus, because all month I’ve gone through boxes  
that have rotted for decades in the musty basement of a childhood 
home  
that’s hardly my family’s anymore—I saw the realtor stab  
the lawn with a Sold sign.  
  
We asked the realtor for a picture of him by the sign.  
He said: My picture’s on the sign,  
so that’s what we’re left with.  
  
Thaddeus gasps at the pile of boxes, says  
Growing up, I was given one drawer of a hallway dresser  
and anything that didn’t fit, I got rid of.  
  
Got rid of.  
The phrase alone makes my family uneasy.  
We come from a long line of hoarders, but we’re  
doing well compared to my aunt who has boxes stacked  
to ceilings, and paths snaking through them.  
My other aunt has filled the spare bathroom  
with her late ex-husband’s things.  
  
What is it we’re afraid to let go of?  
Each trinket given away is a page of history.  
Lost. We write the story of our lives with objects.  
But when rooms become stuffed with pages busting the binding,  
we toss them into totes and drag them to the basement.  
No one opens the covers—  
besides they stink too much.  
  
My mother, watching me throw most things into a trash bag,  
attempting to bite her tongue, says, But Sara—don’t you want  
your softball trophies (I played outfield), and what about your drawing  
of the diner, and you’re not giving away that stuffed smiley face  
with the graduation cap that everyone signed at your party, are you?  
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I got that for you.   
My dad panics,  
Our guest room in Florida is filled with totes!  
  
I tell them about the documentary  
called Minimalism.  
  
My childhood dolls look like they belong in coffins.   
The Barbies are moldy and missing heads.  
Stale school work is crumpled with red ink like bloodied wings.  
  
Thaddeus refills my glass of Clean Slate Riesling.  
I open another box of mildewy clothes, and—  
a small knit blanket.  
  
That’s your baby blanket, my mother tells me  
as I unfold it, amazed that it survived.  
It’s two shades of blue,  
morning sky beside midnight.  
  
My mother, wide-eyed at the edge of the couch,  
acts like tossing it would be rejecting where I came from.  
I know she’s replaying a memory of me  
in my crib with this blanket.  
  
I set it into a box marked Save, then take it out,  
wrap it around my shoulders—  
the first thing that held me  
when I had to be left alone.  
  

--published in Snow Angels on the Living Room Floor, Finishing Line 
Press 
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Maureen McDole 


The Hens 

The practical hens

cluck cluck cluck.


They say I should change my life.

Look at your luck.


It ran away from home.


I long to scream,

We don't feed on the same food!


Nine to five

will be my tomb.


Their God is money.

I follow the moon.
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Maureen McDole


Untitled 

We are all trying

to find our own way,

our one true lane.


“You can choose your own adventure!”

That’s what they want us to believe.


But, then they draw the roadmaps

and offer incentives,


if you take their route.
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Maureen McDole


The Thief 

I was living the American Dream

and it turned on me.


My car wanted to eat me.

My house wanted to devour my soul.

My lawn choked my neck.


The electric bill left a hole

where the money to travel would be.


So I left it all behind

and took back all it stole. 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Katie Deits 

Flowers Long Gone 

In the ‘60s

we were so aware.

Causes great and

small found

their champions.

How we changed

the world!

Now, these decades past

the land, the poor,

the flowers ask  
̶
“Where have all 
the hippies gone?” 
The answer resounds

off red Porsches,

towering glass offices,

and gold Rolex watches

. . .SOLD! To the

establishment

almost every one!
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Katie Deits  

"Garden Generations" 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Ian Lindsay  

You are an Elephant  

When life rears its thestral crush— 

julienning the spirit 

verdigris moss grows 

over your legs, 

baton raised overhead 

but your own was bludgeoned by war 

like a clubbed bonobo: 

you can’t fuck or fight 

your way out of this one. 

You wane from one depression-soaked 

sleep to another. 


It’s not a lighthouse, 

or even a beacon 

at the end of some dark tunnel 

(No metaphors brushed under the rug 

from pages of better writers 

waiting to fester 

and die can describe this ineffability).


It’s you, and the engraved stories told in wax 

that lift you 

from the maelstrom 

of swarming chimera 

back into the swivel of carrying on, 

maybe even happiness, 

heard above contestation. 

These revolving forevers, 

spinning on needle point— 

auditory sanctuaries; vinyl roadmaps 

of the places you’ve been, 

the people you’ve loved, 

the flavors you’ve tasted, 

but above all, 

the music that defined it. 


In this room, 
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with these sounds 

you are an elephant— 

this music coats 

those glimmering pockets 

sprinkled into muscle tissue, cognition, 

and time: the residue of feeling. 


Joe Henderson’s Mode for Joe 

The Grateful Dead’s 1969 Fillmore West  
Captain Beefheart’s Trout Mask Replica  
Nirvana’s Bleach 

Perpetual Groove’s Sweet Oblivious Antidote 


You first danced with Joe Henderson 

high as a precipice 

in a dimly lit New York City apartment 

trying to fall out of love with a girl 

who wasn’t there to catch you 

when you fell through a garden 

of Crane Bill Geraniums 

into the glitter strewn concrete 

of the city that freezes, thaws, 

then freezes again. 


Back to Long Beach, California

on a windy day 

when the breeze carried 

with it — less rancor, less gasoline, 

more pancit, more lumpia. 

You listened with your mother 

to the wandering fingers 

of Jerry Garcia tickling 

his fretboard, 

like Whitman doing something very American 

like breaking the meter. 


Dads don’t have cauldrons 

they have tumblers 

Filled with gin and nautical knots 

to teach you about, 

before you have the hair to shave 
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and sometimes a river 

carries with it a trout mask replica 

your dad guts and filets 

with butter, honey, and a rational paranoia. 


Bleach. 

Well, that one was hers 

but sometimes 

yours and that one is less painful 

to listen to than the others 

because sometimes 

it doesn’t belong to anyone. 


You’re standing in the pipe-bursting 

coldness of the Suwannee night 

led by a warm hand 

that you hold so God damn dear 

to the front of a crowd as whiskey turns glacial 

solid on lips and beards like icicles. 

Where four men take their place on stage— 

hand over the meaning 

to life: butchered into disorienting 

music, grooved from lacquer. 


In this room, 

with these sounds 

you are an elephant. 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Denzel JG 

“Ian Lindsay”, Nikon D3100, “Getting there” is a poetry show about two poets 
talking about life in St.Pete, strange observations, quarantine madness, and 
getting to the "good place”, a land where the pandemic is over and getting to 
that Elysian place of safety and normalcy; of good food, good friends, and the 
intimacy everyone's been missing. Tickets on sale at TheStudio@620 website  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Denzel JG 

“Ian Lindsay, 2021” 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Denzel JG 

“Ian Lindsay, 2021”  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Denzel JG 

“Denzel JG”, Nikon D3100, “Getting there” is a poetry show about two poets 
talking about life in St.Pete, strange observations, quarantine madness, and 
getting to the "good place”, a land where the pandemic is over and getting to 
that Elysian place of safety and normalcy; of good food, good friends, and the 
intimacy everyone's been missing. Tickets on sale at TheStudio@620 website  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Denzel JG 

“Denzel JG, 2021”
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Denzel JG 

“Ian Lindsay and Denzel JG, 2021”
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Denzel JG 

April Fool’s 

Today’s April Fools Day.

Tight. That means 

I don’t have

rent to pay 


right? 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Denzel JG 

Edge Shaving Cream 

The men’s shaving cream 

in the bathroom says “for sensitive skin”

seems like more and more products 

say something like that       now 

businesses adjusting to how 

fussy, needy, particular we’re getting

“snowflakes” are supposed 

to be sensitive liberals

sensitive is a poisonous word for a man


or maybe we're getting more finely tuned

more aware of how our feelings zoom

their beautiful and catastrophic potentials

though, “up-tight”, is similar too

it's a word more 	 	 self indulgent

it looks inward

more so than outward


maybe it reflects the times


or maybe we’re born sensitive 

and something in the world 


sands away our sensitive edge

blunt like a mechanic's thumbs...

(sorry mechanics) 

some millions of interactions...


dull us

dull us

dull us 


I don’t know 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Denzel JG 

of pets and power and scaly things 

training a dog, to me, is odd

teaching it to obey me, to

come at my command 


I guess I’d feel like a tyrant

like some of the men I ran into

when my mom wasn’t around 


“Heel, heel, heel” 

women do it too--power 

is a game most of us crave


but for a pet, 

I’d rather have a reptile, I guess.

No one commands anyone 


we exist in a council of elders

probing eyes, making questions

of anything that swaggers or struts


no one holds a leash

that isn’t already on a leash 

call it religion, money, or idea 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Denzel JG 

Jim’s  

I. 


It’s 4 a.m. and I’m on the toilet 


I appreciate this place

sitting here, not feeling anything at all 

it’s like a bar but with no drinks, still stinks 

sink on my left, plus the door

tub and tiny window on my right 

squatted legs and a tangled mess of 

underwear shamelessly on the floor.


push…

splash…


a lot of folks think night is sad somehow

but the early morning is sadder, more somber

it paints everything in a blue that lacks conviction 

the tiles, the cracks in the walls, 

my bathroom sighs blue,  

but the hallway is different 

Land o Lakes butter on my walls, 

the rectangle of the doorframe, separating the two 

like how your body just barely

separates the blankets and bed when you sleep

they mush and smush on top of each 

these blues and yellows smothering my door 

leaving cracks and peeling white paint off the wood 

chopped at some point in the 20’s or 30’s 


in here, there’s not enough 

room to jump rope

but it’s home

I know that now

looking out my open bathroom door

into the intense yellow of the hallway
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home is where you shit with the door open


II.


I push out some guy 

that won’t leave the bar in my ass.

It’s morning, go home, damnit.  

The toilet paper and I exchange tired glances 

crack a few jokes about the lack of political jokes 

complain about all the condos 

any decent movies or shows

and whatever else sleepy people go on about in 

a shitty bar this early in the morning


push…

splash…


“You gonna be alright getting home Denzel?”


the bar’s not something you write home about

but the owner has always been soft to me, 

he wrinkles his nose through his mask, 

cleans another glass, 

puts it on a shelf next to a gold Buddha with a big laugh. 
Sometimes you gotta pay people to get the kind of concern this 
guy gives you, but not Jim.


“Yeah, my Uber’s pullin up. I’ll be okay.”


Seagulls gossip outside. Beams chase through the window, 
flash on high. The beams hover and slide down the bathroom 
wall without a sound


I’m a yawning bowl of grits

I wipe and wash my mitts

pass that yellow-blue threshold of the door

and turn green for just a second and nothing more.


The neon sign to the bar flickers off.

It reads in cursive

“Jim's" 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Caelan Jeffery (they/them) 

You Caught Feels 7”x10”- acrylics, alcohol based markers, as 
pen on mixed media paper. Made in 2021 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Caelan Jeffery (they/them) 

It’s Raining 7”x10”- acrylics, alcohol based markers, watercolor 
pencils, and pens on mixed media paper. Made in 2021
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Caelan Jeffery (they/them) 

First Kiss 7”x10”- acrylics, alcohol based markers, Watercolor 
pencils, and pen on mixed media paper. Made in 2021
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Caelan Jeffery (they/them) 

 Barn Owl 12”x8”- acrylics, and pens on leather. Made in 2018 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Robyn Norrah 

Seasons Prey 

I don’t listen to God

So why would I listen to the birds?

Why would I listen to the bees?

You say you can fulfill my needs

But I am a goddess

But I am the leaves

             On the trees.

My body shakes

    With their breeze

But now my feet are rooted to your carpet floor

And, for some reason, I can’t move anymore.

(All this time,

       I thought I had a choice.)

His wind drew slits so I could open my eyes,

Azure to the sky— an infant to life.

I waved to the knight as I grew colder.

       For some time, I was frozen

                                            for him.

I saw my cheeks blush and fall to the ground.

I remember the way it felt to see myself decay…

       I was raked away.

       I was left bare.

All I had was the snow,

The powder up my nose.

No sweet birds to sing in harmony.

No bees to teach me what love means.

And here I am

Planted outside your door,

       Already so unsure,

       Already too confused,

              So tired–

            Too tired–

          Of playing the muse.

While your sunshine could sustain my state,

I will always

       Fall

           and
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                Pray

                   and

                       Fall

                          Prey

          To the seasons.

Those will come and go, boys carving their names

       Enclosed with mine in a heart

But you’re the one who will always know my pain

       As they chip away

              at the bark.
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Sam McDole 

Sailboats and potato salad 

Maaaaaaaaaaannn, fuck these feelings. I am tired of feeling bad, 
thinking too much, feeling mad, sad, 

and those crabs    Inside of my brain...

Fuck those too. 


Where is the pressure release valve

Where is the oh shit button 

Where is the ejection seat

Where is the mother fuckin rat tailed 

Guru with all the answers walking around in his Jerusalem 
cruisers just high on life how does he do it? I want to ask him.


Acceptance. 

Acceptance is a hard concept to accept. I accept the fact that 
it’s hard to accept things for what they are. That the hard stuff is 
meant to teach me something, meant to force me to look at 
myself, to accept myself for who I am, 

That is hard. 

They say I am exactly where I am supposed to be, I am me and 
he is a pretty good dude.

I care. I care about how you are feeling,

I care about how I am feeling, feeling all these feelings is making 
me feel human. Physical sensations in the body 

With each and every different one. I am the son of a mother, 
brother, uncle and son of a father. Friend too. You need a friend? 

I got you, but you may have to approach me because I am shy 
as piss. 

You need a kiss? I got you. But you may have to kiss me 
because I am shy as piss. 

It’s not always sailboats and potato 

salad. But the sooner I accept that even the suck is good, I can 
keep moving, keep learning, keep loving

Keep laughing.


Reengage.


I went from living my life like it was shot from a gun 
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feeling like I haven’t got one, my crosshairs pointed backwards 
in hindsight, not knowing I had it all. Only to piss it all away. 
Now all that is left are all these feelings.


Reengage. 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Esther Vanderplas 

Aftermath 

My mother, bent over stacks

of yellowing paper

folds away her tears for a time 

when she can be alone

as her pillow holds fast over her gasping mouth

I hear her stifled sobs through the wall in small hours

hushed by the blanket of grief which shrouds our home

Public strength and private weakness

inadvertently passed down

through generations of stoic grievers

She cries on the phone to me now

and I feel infinitely unprepared

to console my consoler

But I have already begun training for my future role

I will have my own yellow paper to silently discard

Forgotten memories meant to be passed on

somehow slip through holes 

created by the gnawing passage of time

as my daughter observes from the doorway

my aching bones continue their work

quietly along with the numbing rhythm 

whispers of yellowed paper
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Hannah Newton  

Ode to My Water Bottle 

Tattooed in another's personality

History shows up in nicks and scratches on your skin


Like the time my fingers got amnesia

And you took the icy porch step like a baby's first birthday cake


Or how the everyday handling of your body has etched silver freckles 
across your edges

i forget of you often

Like an abusive girlfriend

Throw you to the blackhole backseat of my car and ignore you for days

Then come running back to find you

When I get thirsty and need attention


But I know I can count on you no matter what

Always prepared to provide nourishment

An endless river

Never hesitating to go with me


To see what I see, feel the air I feel

Watch my whole life flash before me

And never say a word.
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Hannah Newton  

Stolen 

Ancient whispers twist through paper air

Folded airplanes floating on gasps of labored breath


Asleep

They tap at the window

Sing your eyes open

Raise you from your slumber 

And implore you to pay attention


Listen.

Do you hear her?

The earth does not rest in her turmoil

In the soundless, starlit night

Her winded voice

Hovers over homes

Harmonizes with howling dogs


Listen. 

Do you hear her?

Blood-soaked handprints drip down her drawbridge mouth

Weeping for her

Daughters. 

Mothers.

Sisters.


Their sirens weave shadows into longing

Draped over the shoulders of the stars

A chorus of splintered violins

Strings taut in despair

Stolen from the orchestra


Call to you

To sing for them.
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Aenea Lí 

I was ripped away from the world for a while.  

With my sweet, brittle darkness came a growth I couldn’t see. 

Formed my own little womb, my own little cocoon; 

Cells collapsing like dying stars, 

Only to form nebula networks,

Solar systems, galaxies. 


It began when I forgot  to arch my back in the morning,

Or to  feel what my skin feels like, 

Really feel it, 

Tracing blue vein rivers, 

Kissing bruises, 

Paying homage to scars. 


Forgot my journal in the backseat, 

Chunks of my torn little heart 

Glued to each page, 

Sealed and scribbled over.

Forgot my poems, 

The only secrets I’ll ever share. 

Left them to weather, 

To mildew, to time. 

How could I read them 

When I’d gone blind? 


I dropped my heart in the fire, 

Scrambled back inside with the ashes, 

Mourned in inky darkness. 

God, did it hurt.

God, I prayed to the walls, 

I prayed to the empty-wine bottle tomb 

That my bedroom became;

I prayed to the shower tiles and the cobwebs in my window 

Since there was nothing left to pray to. 


Only the twilight soothed me during those days. 

Oh Moon, honey, how you laughed with me. 

Shy Sun, you barely showed your face, but I embraced how you 

embraced me. 

Grass, you nibbled at my calloused toes, 

Smeared my ankles with your dirt-streaked fingers. 

I befriended the wasps; 

They listened to my outbursts without comment or sting. 
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I told everything to the dead trees; 

Secrets woven into their rings. 


That sweet, brittle darkness.

Thank you for watering my garden with your rain. 

I’ve been away for awhile, 

But in you I found home. 
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Kelli Harper 

She 

She, is her own

and through the weather she storms.


Calm, the center of the eye,

for betraying herself


would be only her demise.


So she, stands her ground,

learning from past experiences


generations passed down.


She learns her lessons,

for after every pitfall


is her own ascension.


Class in session,

Her teacher? Life.


The stars as her map

and the moon as her guide.


She is wise,

She is free,


within her, the substance that created you and me.


Stands in her truth,

acknowledges her power,


for in this moment is the accumulation

of timeless hours--


Spent... choosing herself,

remembering who she is,


even when the path seems dark and dim,


She trusts she will win.

That the only true enemy lies within

the wounds that need nourishing.


The faith that craves flourishing,
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When she loses all her masks

and trusts her intuition.


Showing up each moment

Unabashedly her--


Yes she is the one

here to balance the score.


She is the soul sent

to create more.

For this web,


She has woven.

And within it contains mysteries of life unspoken, reawoken--


She is raw, she is real,

in her eyes


centuries reveal

timeless wisdom,


ages old.


She is bold

and unique,


learning how to stand on her own two feet.

And to dance, with the waves,

embracing the cycles as they


wax and they wane.


As she sways,

holding herself close,

uniting with herself


She is the holy ghost!

Of all the Women, who have walked before her,


And all the Women who will walk after she is gone.


She passes the rose to the next in line,

generation to generation


Yet one bloodline--


Of Women

learning our worth.


Giving all of our love to sustain

Mother Earth.
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For She is the Midwife

And We are the Rebirth. 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Halley Burnikel Jordan 
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Brenden Gressel  

How I've Been Thinking of Late 
 

The mold to fit and I'll leave to grow

And burning in the same blaze is the state

A monologue that dares to dig so low

This is how I've been thinking of late

 

The skull that sits so nicely on my countertop

Inside the warmth of a cooking oven

To reach is to leave is to breathe is to stop

And I continually open and welcome it back in

 

It says more about you than of persistent me

Likewise I tell you of the roses on my wall

There's something you don't catch that you can't unsee

A momentary stall in a ridiculous lull

 

I couldn't bare to tell you the exuberant force of nature

Or how the sunglasses fit just aright

Or how you act as if you're rightfully mature

Or how my shoes lay just out of sight

 

But you stare at the skull and don't see it's mellow

And at the roses but only see the girl of tin

Misinformed and yell a lackluster bellow

And don't trust when I tell you what's always been.
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Brenden Gressel  
 

Reverie 
 

It seems to be when

The moment is later than expected

You engage with the haughty eyes

Of disdainful Zeus

 

Like you’re a child, like

You’re a web of want

Longing for a distracted day

Withered in streamy cotton

 

You earned it, you asked kindly

Specialists and pundits

Bear your intent like a

Sportsman of many leverages

 

A snake and a quarry

And of the obscure timing

You turned fickle-minded, for you assumed

On any day the pipe dreams could split

 

And the divergence could decline

Into a red, new reverie

 

For which you never expected. 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Jenna Katsiopis (They/Them) 

Friends in Trees 1 (Melissa) , 2020, Ink on Paper, 12 x 9 in  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Jenna Katsiopis (They/Them) 

Friends in Trees 2 (Garrett and Farha), 2020, Ink on Paper, 12 x 9  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Jenna Katsiopis (They/Them) 



Friends in Trees 3 (Mom), 2020, Ink on Paper, 9x12 in 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Tessa Barber  

Prowl 

Left and right, up and down,

Words coming from every direction,

But also none at all.

It’s the curse of the midnight prowler,

Up til dawn and down til dusk,

Because the darkness harbors secrets the would light never tell.

Like how the dim stove light is a harbinger of half baked ideas,

The reason the kitchen wall changes as the hours tick by,

Inspiration behind my nighttime madness.

Do I know my own mind? 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Troy Bernardo  

long night 

whiskey, neat.

nextdoor 

a loud tv.

outside

a lost lucky cigarette.

the filter caked

in red lipstick.

leftover meatloaf.

notebooks full

of bad poetry

she said she liked.

the closet has a pair

of silver high heels

that i won’t return,

can’t return.


my cat cries.

i ignore him

along with 

used dishes,

and dirty sheets.


i can hardly sleep.


anyways.

i get lost

in a memory of red hair

and freckles

and her crooked 

front teeth.  


i think about

texts i should 

have sent, 

the missed calls,

and how she can’t read 

this poem,
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and lie that she 

likes it. 


down a las vegas boulevard


“Gambling-”

he said,

straightening his loose tie

“it’s not about heart,

or brains,

it’s about balls.

Conviction.

Intuition.

And that first big loss,

it’ll shake you good.

Make no mistake,

you will lose.

That has to be part

of the plan.”


His eyes tossed and blinked

in and out

like the casino lights

that lit him up

and made him look alive.

He flicked his menthol

smiling toward me

like my sick grandpa did

when I was a boy. 


“And this ticket,”

he said,

holding a slip

from the sports book,

“it’ll be either my 

sixth time being rich

or my fifth time being broke.

but I can’t think like that

because-”

he burped,

“scared money doesn’t win
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and don’t you fuckin’ forget it.” 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Alyssa Harmon 

pre-flight safety demonstration 

i know you’re going to ignore this safety briefing,

but for reasons that happened in the past, i’m legally

obligated to inform you of these things.

in the back of your seat pocket, you will 

notice a poorly laminated card that will list all of

the emotional baggage that you will be asked to help carry 

and instructions on how to handle all of it., but

don’t worry, in an emergency evacuation, 

you can leave the bags where you found them.

if we start to lose cabin pressure during the flight,

oxygen masks will drop down from the ceiling

to remind you what it feels like

to breathe again.

make sure that you secure your mask 

before helping others, 

because you can’t help her

if you can’t even breathe. 

in the case of such an emergency, it’s important to know

where your closest exit is. 

for some of you, it may be leaving quietly in the middle of the night after 
you made

a promise you realized you couldn’t keep. 

for others, it will be sending a simple text explaining why you can’t do it 
anymore.

for the rest of you, she may just push you out of this airplane 

when she gets suspicious of why you haven’t jumped yet. 

for those of you who are in the emergency exit row,

you are the ones i’ll look to in the event of an evacuation.

you are the ones she’ll need support from, and 

if you are not ready to handle that task, 

you can ask to be moved to a different,

safer row. 

don’t worry, we’ll never tell her why. 

we hope you enjoy your flight,

but we understand if you 

never book another one.
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Jon Meliferas 

A Gulf Between Me and the Mayhem 
 
You can't find quiet in this city anymore.

It's either a leaf blaster, or

some truck incessantly reversing

beeping beeping beeping

stabbing stabbing stabbing

my prefrontal cortex

like fuck your concentration

these leaves gotta get off this concrete.


A jumbo jet takes off from TPA or PIE

shattering my tranquilness

and my Sunshine State dream of mind,

reverberates,

in the buildings downtown, shaking

humankind, reminding us all we're just cogs

in this society moving money to and fro.

Just to add

to the mix, some clunker of a plane

takes off from Albert Whitted and

strafes my morning like a German

Messerschmitt over allied troops.

The sun flickers

off Coffee Pot Bayou where egrets roost

and we all pitter patter in nature's bounty

until this anachronistic smoking junk pile

startles us from a daydream.

 
Don't get me started on the dog barking

in the house across the alley. Someone leaves

it there daily while they work and it barks. Six,

eight hours straight, barking, barking, barking

and I'm not so much concerned with the sound

as the well-being of that poor pooch yelling

yelling that it's alone and that it doesn't want to be, 
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everyday alone which only adds to its neurosis, and mine.

 
So I hoist the main in a perfect breeze,

Point S/V Meridian at one-hundred and eighty degrees,

then slip under the Skyway Bridge with ease.

 

On waves where nature whispers her name,

I put a Gulf between me and the mayhem.
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Jon Meliferas 

Line After Line of Cognitive Dissonance 
 
She won't drink

my diet Dr. Pepper Cream Soda and coconut rum

cocktail, because of the aspartame

but she'll sneak

off to the bathroom and snort

line after line after line of cocaine.


Cognitive dissonance friends,

it's a real thing.
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Justin Blair 



Welcome to Florida, Alligator Versus Doughnut 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Justin Blair 



Carriage Ride Escape 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Lucy Sage 

It’s Not Me 

It’s not me.

The polish lingers

Black onyx marks

On each finger.

It’s been five days.

My nails are lit

I’m not sure why

I try it.

I have tried this before

With other hues.

Usually only lasts for

A day or two

It’s shiny and showy

It draws my eye.

It’s gaudy and garish

Why did I try it?

The little kid

Wants to be

grown up, but

It’s just not me.

The teenager

Wants to be cool

But it makes

Me feel like a fool.

Black lacquer

On each digit

It’s ostentatious

You can&#39;t miss it.

I see it on stars

In a movie

I see it on friends

And find it groovy


I see it on men

I like that look

I’m not sure what

Is the hook.
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Here is the rub,

You may understand,

I like it on my feet

But not on my hands.

Cool and hip

Pretending to be

A femme fatale

It’s not me.

It’s a dilemma

I’ve been here before

I don’t want to do

It any more.

It’s kinda Goth

It’s not a hit.

It’s chipping off

Time to lose it. 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Todd Hamilton  

growing light from dark soil 


in the face of darkness you yawn


    for you, the unknown is fertile, good soil


a place you dig deep


    plant visions

    

        and grow them


songs on your lips


    shadows dancing from fingers


        weaving beauty and mystery


            into a harvest of light and laughter


in this storm of creation and destruction


    you wake, take flight, shine from above


        and in the darkness 

    

            we remember to sing and dance
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Todd Hamilton 

Ship of Years


this ship of years


laden with dreams


course charted in visions


with a hearts compass


and a high deck


from where it's clear


the churning wake


meets distant horizon


and gold feathered birds sing
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Roci Urben  

The Sunset 
 

Tasted beer in your tongue

the sweetness of the yeast

triggered eager pores

with anticipation.

There is no rush like you

and in certain tastes, smells

I see the beginning

and find us at our start.

In the first breeze of spring,

coffee-infused sunsets.

In the visceral prompt

of old cigarette smoke

and sleep deprivation.

How we were ten years ago.
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Roci Urben 

Neon Signs 
 

The sum of all cellar things

the hidden, the shameful deeds.

Hotel stays in shores away

the names we no longer say.

 

Apologies left unsaid,

atonement letters in red.

The things we hide from ourselves

to display half-truths on shelves.

 

I discolor the sorrows

hide with other souls troubled

entangle our limbs, pretend

that these bonds quiet your name.

 

Yet you resound in my brain,

no matter the others craved

you're forever engraved in

journals, decade-old verses.

 

Words drenched in jealousy rhymes

and hues of bright neon signs

sounds of you behind my wall

in her bed on the F floor. 
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Patrick Rodgers

Sand/Skin


Was this of meteor,

of mammoth rock that water

split, across centuries,

like onions or atoms?


Four entire days:

I think of the energy it takes

to raise a beach (too much).

I exercise, instead

in becoming silk,

exfoliant—

a shift of dermis into pumice.

Am I volcanic yet?


Stick your fingers in ’til sand

hits the palm’s tip and dig.

The shore is 10 degrees

colder than before.

By, even for a segment, burrowing,

am I more of nature?

Am I conceived?


The even steam of water waves

are not a beckon but a stinger:

a company of wasps

and low growls…

dare to get close? 
A thousand times I do, I do;

saying yes to a danger, without

a saving waiver, is not love inanimate.


I was made for marriage (maybe);

the first shall be the beach.

All my friends of land
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and sea alike have reservations

and will come anyway.

To imagine the second already

sounds like cheating, but to indulge,

someone (maybe) whose soul could form

a canyon, a wave’s barrel.


What charm: not to rely

on Earth’s eternal;

to chance it: the bad

bet of skin. And yet,

I will say it, I will 
a thousand times I do, I do. 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